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a single child the whole cycle of those acquirements and
practical powers which it has need of so that it may by
a careful use of its opportunities become at unity with
itself?' or, in other words, What knowledge and practical
powers are necessary for children, and how are they to be
imparted? The beginning of all knowledge is observa-
tion, the goal of it is clear comprehension. Pestalozzi
says that the greatest service he has rendered to educa-
tion is the recognition of observation, of thft power of the
senses, as the foundation of instruction.
Let us read a description of the school at Burgdorf
given by Ramsauer, one of Pestalozzi's most distinguished
pupils: ' All instruction was based on speech, number,
and form. There was no regular plan of studies, no
fixed hours, but the same thing was generally taught for two
or three hours together. We were about sixty boys and
girls, from the ages of eight to fifteen, and were taught
from eight to eleven in the forenoon, and from two to four
in the afternoon. All teaching was confined to drawing,
summing, and speaking. We did n8t either read or write,
as we had no books for either purpose. We learnt
nothing by heart. For drawing we had no copies, only
red chalk and boards, and Whilst Pestalozzi repeated to
us sentences out of natural history we drew whatever
we pleased. Pestalozzi never saw what we were drawing ;
our clothes were covered with red chalk. In arithmetic
the method was good, but there was little examination.
Pestalozzi was too impatient with us to make us repeat
or to ask us questions, and he was in such a hurry that
he did not seem to care about individual children. His
object lessons were good, but he had little method* in
them. He spoke loud and indistinctly, and did not
wait for an answer. He made himself quite hoarse with
shouting. The lessons began at eight and lasted till

